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HUB is deployed within your existing infrastructure 

and communicates securely with your current content 

management systems. HUB expands on existing 

solutions, enhancing user experience and functionality. 

By seamlessly integrating with both current and legacy 

systems, users can benefit from a single federated 

interface while allowing organizations to preserve their 

investment in existing content repositories and maintain 

compliance.

Overview of HUB

Traditional content management systems (CMS) can feel complex, overwhelming and often 

unable to meet business user’s needs. Tullynore Technologies has developed a Client 

User Interface, designed to interact with a range of leading content management systems. 

Whether in the office, at a meeting or on the go, it is now simple to upload, access and 

manage content in records-enabled source repositories. 

RM admin features

Provides an efficient centralized location 

to manage retention policies for all 

repositories in use.

Allows easy implementation of “manage 

in place” corporate compliance over 

network shares.

HUB’s communication layer 
passes the request to the 
relevant CMS web service.
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Response from the CMS 
is sent back to HUB.

4 Action is triggered on 
the underlying CMS.
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User performs action on 
HUB client.
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Smart phones and tablets are now an essential fixture in the enterprise. Tullynore’s HUB is a 

flexible web-based solution, designed to truly mobilize the workforce and increase productivity, 

efficiency and mobility in all areas of the organization. HUB has been developed using the latest 

web technologies and has the advantage of delivering a simple and responsive user experience 

on any platform. In our experience a complex challenge when re-architecting existing content 

management systems.
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About Tullynore 
Technologies

We are market leaders in the 

provision of document management 

software and consultancy services. 

Our range of purpose-built software 

solutions empower organizations to 

achieve unparalleled value through 

enterprise content management 

and search, eDiscovery, archiving 

and compliance. 

Additional information is available 

at http://www.tullynore.com

In an environment that includes multiple content management systems, Tullynore Technologies 

understands the importance of search and discovery. HUB offers powerful, customizable 

search capabilities that allow users to quickly retrieve relevant files from existing repositories. 

Our unique way of treating search as a session allows users to further refine searches based on 

current results without having to re-enter any metadata filters, this makes HUB ideal for sifting 

through millions of corporate documents.

Key features

A modular communication layer provides a simple way to connect with 

only the existing content management systems. This results in HUB being 

lightweight, fast and easy to deploy.

Users no longer need to download the physical content to find the file they 

need. With features such as quick preview, hit highlighting and advanced 

searching, this makes HUB a highly effective eDiscovery tool.

Cut, copy and paste multiple documents not only within the current 

document repository but across all supported platforms, removing the 

need for a full data migration when retiring legacy systems.

Configurable and customizable layout - users can control which fields to 

display in search results and record lists.

With a built-in file plan search bar, users can quickly and easily locate 

folders within large corporate file plans.

Users can create file plan templates for specific departments. This allows 

rapid deployment while maintaining corporate standard structure.

Quick access reports deliver statistics from within a file plan for analysis of 

data and content.

Records or documents can be dragged and dropped within the system for 

productivity and ease of use.

The ability to display, store and search on custom metadata tags. HUB 

can be used to incorporate additional fields, enriching the usability of the 

existing solution.

Documents can be sent as emails (access control procedures are always 

adhered to) to assist collaboration between team members. 

Launch, edit and save any document back into its native repository without 

the need to checkout/check-in.

Metadata driven workflows and be implemented at both document and 

folder levels.

Latest technology

Future-proof design, delivering 

high performance.

Responsive design supports 

virtually any device and screen 

size.
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For more information please contact us using 

one of the following:

Get in touch

http://www.tullynore.com

info@tullynore.com

More from Tullynore 

http://www.tullynore.com/products/DOCK

http://www.tullynore.com/products/SIFT

DOCK

SIFT

+1 813 502 3736

+44 (0) 2071 932423 (Europe)

(North America)


